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MID-CENTURY MODERN
A mid century modern home office décor with a contemporary desk, a blue
desk chair, a modern table lamp and a beige patterned rug. The dark wallpaper
connects all these custom made furniture pieces.

NANOOK
Nanook is the master of bears, the one
who decides the luck of the hunters
in the Arctic regions. NANOOK chair
blends the beauty and grandiosity of
this animal. This modern chair has a
strong presence balanced with the
elegance given by a golden nailhead
trim and the button detailing on the
inner back.

SEE MORE

APACHE
The Apache is a Native American tribe,
the first to inhabit the wild areas
of Colorado. With a base in white
marble, matte walnut veneer and
polished brass and an abat-jour in
white satin fabric, APACHE Table Light
was intended to recall the beauty of
Colorado’s landscapes. This table lamp
adds a twist to any décor.

SEE MORE

KOI
KOI carp is a recurring symbol of
Japanese culture, highly appreciated
by its decorative purposes, appearing
most commonly in tattoos. Its natural
colour mutations reveal their capacity
to adapt, just like the KOI rug in
hand-tufted wool in neutral earthy
tones to better fit in your ambiences.
The KOI rug goes well in a living room
and bedroom with either neutral or
colorful furniture.

SEE MORE

FUNCIONALITY AND BEAUTY
MAMBU Bookcase is a super design piece that will enhance your room interior
design and comfort. The funcionality and beauty of this bookcase makes it the
sweet spot of your office reading sophisticated corner.

CYRUS
Cyrus was the brave Persian king that
conquered Babylonia and its Cylinder
was the document that proves it.
CYRUS floor light was inspired by
the freedom and the vast culture of
the Persian civilization. An original
furniture piece, made in polished
brass. Luxurious, yet, sober
and exquisite.

SEE MORE

IBIS
Ibis are beautiful birds known for
their long slim legs. Just like IBIS
Armchair, an elegant seating solution.
Upholstered in cotton velvet, this
accent chair with an aged brass
nailheads trim will be the focal point
of any living room set.

SEE MORE

MAMBU
A quick look at MAMBU Bookcase and
you are able to identify the inspiration
behind it. Bamboo is a tall woody
grass that typically grows in the
tropics. It inspired the structure of
this unique bookcase made in patina
casted brass. It features four spacious
shelves in smoked glass and two
drawers in ebony wood veneer with a
glossy varnish.

SEE MORE

IMPROVE MOTIVATION
We believe that a well-designed office can improve motivation and productivity.
One of the most important furniture design pieces in an office is the desk. KOI
Office Desk helps you to create a luxurious base for your work, while AURUM
Suspension Light fills the room with a unique light.

SEQUOIA
Sequoia is one of the largest and
tallest trees in the world that grows in
California. Just like it, SEQUOIA Center
Table is a force of Nature. The distinct
walnut root veneer top shows the
passage of years and the base in brass
with aged patina adds a refined touch.
This coffee table proves the beauty of
the action of time.

SEE MORE

KOI
Koi carp is a recurring symbol of
Japanese culture. Its natural colour
mutations reveal their capacity to
adapt, just like KOI table. Featuring a
base in aged brass and a top in acrylic,
this rectangular table will add refined
elegance to any room decor.

SEE MORE

IGUAZU
In the border between Argentina and
Brazil, there is one of the most striking
views in the world - the Iguazu falls.
IGUAZU Wing Chair perfectly combines
the strength of these mesmerizing
waterfalls. As a high-back lounge chair,
upholstered in cotton velvet and with
matte lacquered legs, it will create a
comforting corner in any modern office.

SEE MORE

ATTITUDE
P LAC E I T I N A M O D E R N H O M E D E CO R A N D WATC H
D UKON O WI N G C H A I R F I L L TH E ROO M W I T H I T S
S TRO N G AT TI TU D E.

SEE MORE >

AURUM I
Aurum is the Latin word for gold.
This imposing metal also named a
contemporary lighting piece made of
matte hammered brass.

SEE MORE

AURUM II
With a unique design, AURUM
Suspension Light will bring comfort in
the darkest nights with its warm yet
sensitive light. This round chandelier
is sure to impress.

SEE MORE

AURUM III
AURUM Suspension Light fills the room
with a unique light, improving your
motivation and productivity at your
modern office.

SEE MORE

SPOTIFY NY OFFICE BY TPG
ARCHITECTURE
When the Swedish company Spotify asked TPG Architecture to design their New York’s office, we
knew something amazing was about to be accomplished.

READ MORE

SOPHISTICATION & LUXURY
Mysterious room corner that breathes sophistication and luxury.
Fully upholstered in velvet, DAVIS Armchair is a statement furniture piece that
stands out above the neutral rug named WARAO, a hand-tufted tencel.

DAVIS
The Davis Sea, located along the
coast of East Antarctica, inspired our
designers to create DAVIS Wingback
Armchair. This fully upholstered
high-back chair will add character
and elegance to any modern interior
design thanks to its timeless design.

SEE MORE

WARAO
Warao means “the boat people”
and it’s the name of an indigenous
people from northeastern Venezuela
and western Guyana with a lifelong
and intimate connection with water.
This faithful relation to water is also
brought to you with WARAO handtufted rug.

SEE MORE

EMPIRE
Empire mirror found its inspiration in
the extravagant and vigorous Empire
Collection. With its will to keep up with
the Empire family high standards on
exquisite and exceptional design, the
Empire mirror’s powerful lines are the
result of an extraordinary precision of
handmade techniques.

SEE MORE

MODERN SET
Modern reading corner furniture set. If you’re in charge of the room’s design,
using a light dimmer and furniture that is easily manipulated is your best bet.

MALAY
The ethnicities of the mesmerizing
Malay Archipelago inspired the
creation of MALAY Velvet Armchair, a
twist on mid-century modern furniture.
This tufted upholstered chair with
aged brass legs has a mystical soul
that will fulfil your living room set
with energy from Nature.

SEE MORE

SINATRA
If you ever find yourself listening to
“New York, New York” by Frank Sinatra
while drinking a cocktail in a midcentury bar, this lighting design will be
there. A Versatile creation, the iconic
floor lamp features three articulating
arms handmade in brass that are
adjustable in a variety of different
locations in order to allow you to
situate the lights exactly as you need it.

SEE MORE

NEWTON
Mixing the old with new, Newton side
table is an insightful combination of
grandeur and playfulness. This piece
is so versatile that can be easily
converted into a stool. Its structure
is made from aluminum, lacquered in
black, with a high gloss varnish. This
side table’s design is expressive and
forward thinking with its gold plated
spheres and semi spheres.

SEE MORE

THE HOME OFFICE THAT WILL GIVE YOU
MAJOR INTERIOR DESIGN INSPIRATION
Sylvie Millstein is the entrepreneur and fashion designer behind the womenswear brand Hellessy.
With the help of architect Francis D’Haene of D’Apostrophe, they designed a super elegant loft-like
space in SoHo, New York, that doubles up as a home office.

READ MORE

ELE GANT & WELCOMING
Add some luxury into your room set or hospitality design project with ESSEX
Armchair. When paired with MECCA Side Table and NIKU Floor Lamp, it creates
the most elegant and welcoming corner you have ever imagined.

ESSEX
Metamorphosis is the transformation
process from caterpillar to butterfly. It
inspired the creation of ESSEX Swivel
Chair. It will add a refined elegance
to any living room set that only velvet
chairs are capable of.

SEE MORE

NIKU
Part of the Kiribati islands group,
Nikumaroro is known for its incredible
coral atoll. It’s the beauty of its corals
that make NIKU Floor Light a rarity
in contemporary lighting. Featuring a
structure in gold plated brass, shaders
in gold plated brass and glass and a
base in black marble, this floor lamp
will fill any home decor with exoticism.

SEE MORE

MECCA
Mosques are not only places for
the spiritual cult but also majestic
architectural works. MECCA Side Table
features a top in marble Nero Marquina
and a structure in aged matte brass
that resemble the architectural
heritage from the mosques.

SEE MORE

NATURAL LIGHT
A green single velvet chair and a rectangular coffee table are key pieces for a
reading corner decor. Natural light boosts our mood and our performance with a
simple touch on the decor.

EARTH
The compelling rotation of the Earth
around its own axis inspired the
creation of EARTH Armchair. It is the
barrel chair design piece that will
make a statement in a modern interior
design.

SEE MORE

EARTH
Upholstered in cotton velvet, this
armchair with shelter-style arms has
a unique hammered brass back with a
golden polished nailhead trim.

SEE MORE

LALLAN
The Lowlands of Scotland are
called Lallans, also designating
the integration, blending, and the
combination of some Scots dialects.
LALLAN centre table combines four
different materials and finishes as
pallisander veneer, black lacquer,
polished brass and antique brass.

SEE MORE

ELE VATE YOUR MOOD
A modern synthetic leather chair next to a round coffee table with brass scales
and a grey squared rug composing an inviting room set.

IKE
Characterized by the rhythmic
composition of its elements,
minimalist shapes, and clean lines,
Ike floor lamp is the result of a
collaboration between a Dutch
designer and DelightFULL’s designer’s
team. Light up your Nordic style living
room, bedroom or office with this 70”
minimalist floor lamp.

SEE MORE

DALYAN
If Cleopatra was alive today, how
would it be the furniture of her
palace? This question dared our
design team to create DALYAN
Armchair, an accent chair that
breathes elegance.

SEE MORE

KOI
KOI carp is a recurring symbol of
Japanese culture. Its natural colour
mutations reveal their capacity to
adapt, just like the set of KOI tables
with table tops in glass or marble that
you can choose to better fit in your
ambiences.

SEE MORE

INTERIOR DESIGN INSPIRATION: THE
INCREDIBLE JENNY CIPOLET TI OFFICE
The office is inspired by Paris with its blush tones, statement chandelier and gilded accents, but
also brushed with Old Hollywood glamour evidences.

READ MORE

MID - CENTURY MODERN
A black leather bonnet armchair with a small side table and a console table with
drawers, composing a modern apartment living room décor.

JOURNEY
Did you ever dream with a chair
design that embodies the comfort of
butterflies cocoons?

SEE MORE

JOURNEY
JOURNEY Bonnet Chair was created
to provide that feeling of comfort
through its synthetic leather
upholstery. Around it, a nickel nailhead
trim adds a small touch of glamour to
the leather chair.

SEE MORE

CASSIS
The yearning desire for the perfect
balance between strength and
elegance led our designers to create
CASSIS Console. It features a structure
in antique brushed brass and drawers
and shelf in poplar wood veneer with
palisander wood veneer. This wood
console is the touch of Nature that
every home decor longs for.

SEE MORE

10 CHIC OFFICE DESIGN IDEAS THAT WILL
INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
Want to improve your motivation to be productive? Maybe all you need is to redesign your desk area
with some new furniture pieces or accessories to bring back your motivation to work, work, work.

READ MORE

FIERCE UP YOUR DECOR
A velvet green modern chair is everyhing you need to fierce up your home decor
treats. EARTH armchair is an young and modern designed piece that is matching
to perfection LATZA Sidetable. Both, are genuinely inspiring a natural and
modern atmosphere for this living room set.

CALLA
With origins in South Africa, calla lily
flower is one of the most graceful
things Nature has conceived. Inspired
by its delicacy, our design team
created CALLA Table Light. From its
graceful aged brass top in the shape
of an elegant leaf to the luxurious
Estremoz marble base, the beauty of
this table lamp is undeniable.

SEE MORE

LATZA
The pyramid of stones on the shore of
Lake Baikal, known as Latza, inspired
our designers to create LATZA Side
Table. Featuring a top in walnut root
veneer with a matte varnish and
details in matte hammered brushed
aged brass, this side table is sure to
impress.

SEE MORE

SAMI
The Sami are indigenous people who
inhabited the Arctic area of Sápmi. The
traditional Sami livelihood included
coastal fishing, fur trapping, sheep
herding and, what they knew best, the
semi-nomadic reindeer herding.

SEE MORE

WARMNESS
If having the right proportion of luxury and warmness, your guests will not resist
to the entire decor. The dreamy room is like this one, in a perfect combination of
tones and textures.

SHAKA
Shaka Zulu was one of the most
influential monarchs of the Zulu
Kingdom, building an empire from
an ethnic group with little territorial
expression. SHAKA Wall Light honours
his figure in a unique piece composed
by hammered brushed aged brass.

SEE MORE

GOROKA
The pyramid of stones on the shore of
Lake Baikal, known as Latza, inspired
our designers to create LATZA Side
Table. Featuring a top in walnut root
veneer with a matte varnish and
details in matte hammered brushed
aged brass, this side table is sure to
impress.

SEE MORE

IGUAZU
In the border between Argentina and
Brazil, there is one of the most striking
views in the world - the Iguazu falls.
IGUAZU Wing Chair perfectly combines
the strength of these mesmerizing
waterfalls. As a high-back lounge chair,
upholstered in cotton velvet and with
matte lacquered legs, it will create a
comforting corner in any modern office.

SEE MORE

RELAXED OFFICE INTERIOR THAT SHOULD
BE A TREND
The workplace for Mortgage Choice is located in Melbourne’s South Yarra district and was designed
by Australian studio B.E. Architecture to be distinct from the company’s other branches and from
conventional offices.

READ MORE

NEW COLLECTION
FIERCE AND COLOURFULL DETAILS
FOR YOUR HOME DECOR

SEE MORE >

